
Key FeaturesWhy the hype?

Please note that all descriptions, specifications,  

and claims are based on manufacturer information. 

Information listed and provided are to be used  

at the sole discretion of the consumer. 

 

The Kennedy Two Post 24 RDA is the new, two post 

version of the critically acclaimed Kennedy 24 RDA 

introducing a newly conceptualised airflow style 

alongside a new size for box mod centric set-ups, all 

while keeping the incredible foundational elements  

of the original. 

 

The Kennedy Two Post 24 RDA by Kennedy Enterprises 

is the performance upgrade upon the critically 

acclaimed Kennedy RDA, increasing in size for a more 

powerful conceptualised airflow style, expanded juice 

well capacity, and intuitive two-post design with 

swappable posts functionality. Building upon one  

of the highest regarded airflow system, the improved 

Kennedy 24 RDA integrates dual external intakes 

measuring 8mm by 3mm each that feeds into four 

3mm diameter airflow tubes milled within the deck. 

This provides a focused and direct airway path to each 

coil, dramatically increasing airflow effectiveness while 

minimising leakage, fully utilising the 8mm deep juice 

well. The Kennedy 24 RDA features two-post, single 

terminal build deck with 2.5mm terminals, allowing 

for unprecedented compatibility with exotic build 

styles and large coil structures. The posts are made of 

pure copper, vertically secured by knurled hex screws, 

ensuring top level conductivity while also providing 

a distinct visual aesthetic. The implementation of an 

swappable deck system allows builders to efficiently 

switch between the trendsetting two-post or other 

posts, configured via hex screws located at the bottom 

of the atomiser.  

 

In conjunction with the more than capable build deck, 

the Kennedy Two Post 24 RDA airflow systems and the 

16mm bore competition cap specifically cater to cloud 

chasers, providing a smooth and rapid experience  

that is near unrivalled. With an interchangeable and 

highly capable build deck and post configurations 

coupled with a performance airflow system, the 

Kennedy 24mm by Kennedy Enterprises makes for 

an excellent, well rounded platform catering towards 

building enthusiasts.

•	 24mm Diameter

•	 8mm Deep Juice Well

•	 Superior Hand Built Construction

•	 Enlarged Build Deck

 - Swappable Posts Capability - 

Adjusted via Allen Key

 - Copper Plated Two Post Design

 - Machine Knurled Hex Screws

 - PEEK Insulator

 - Single or Dual Configurations

 - 3mm Quad Internal Airflow Tubes

 - Dual External Airslots - Direct Aiflow 

Delivery

•	 16mm Competition Wide Bore Drip Tip 

•	 Copper Plated 510 Connection
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